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Assistant Landscape Architect 

Reference: DE-001860 

Education, Landscape Architecture 

Bristol, Cardiff 
 

Following the successful multi discipline win of a major highway infrastructure scheme in west Wales there is 

the potential for this post to be based in our Cardiff offices on a part-time or full time basis. Choosing to start 

your career with Atkins is more than just selecting where you want to work. It’s about investing in your future 

and working with like minded individuals to produce some truly inspirational projects. 
  
The Design & Engineering division has around 1000 staff in the UK who provide their expertise in Landscape, 

Architecture, Civil, Structural, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering; Surveying; and Programme and Project 

Management to multiple Clients within the UK and overseas.  
  
Due to an increase in workload an exciting opportunity has arisen to join our Landscape Design team in Atkins 

Bristol regional hub. The position will provide you with a great opportunity to work on multiple projects of 

varying scales and complexity both within the UK and overseas. Our Landscape Design team provide design 

and Landscape & Visual Assessment services for a variety of schemes including schools and colleges, new 

highway projects, flood defence works, major infrastructure schemes and commercial and residential projects in 

partnership with our architectural group. 
  
You will be expected to work towards professional chartership through the Pathway to Chartership (P2C) 

Landscape Institute programme, mentored by one of our senior Landscape Architects. You'll be part of a great 

team, one that will provide you with the support you need to develop and excel at every step in your career. You 

will be reporting to Nick Rowson, head of Landscape at Atkins in Bristol, but you will be expected to work 

under the guidance of others in our team and may be required to work in other of our offices in the South West 

and Wales or on secondment into our client’s offices. On occasion work commitments may require you to travel 

overseas. 
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